PRESCREENING QUESTIONS
1. How did you find us?
Craig's List
2. Are you under 20 or over 29 years of age?
No
3. Is your BMI over 30?
No
4. Have used cigarettes, illegal drugs or anti depressants in the past year?
No
5. Does your family have a history of heart disease under the age of 55 or are there two or more of your family members that have the same type of cancer (excluding lung cancer or leukemia)?
No
6. Did you fail to complete high school or obtain a GED?
No

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
7. Are you adopted and unable to provide your full medical history?
No
16. Street Address 2

17. City
Saginaw
26. My Requested Fee is (US Dollars):
$8000 (recommended for 1st time donors)

PHYSICAL PROFILE
27. Age
22
28. Race
Caucasion
29. Birth Date
12-02-1988
30. Religion
Luthern
31. Place of Birth
Saginaw, MI
32. Height (inches)
65
33. Weight (lbs)
160
34. BMI
25.0 - 29.9
35. Eye Color
Brown
36. Corrective Lenses
No
37. Vision Detail

38. Hair Color
Brown
39. Hair Texture
Wavy
40. Blood Type

41. Skin Tone
Medium
42. Are you Predominantly:
Right Handed
43. Distinguising Features?

44. Are you adopted?
No

HEALTH / FAMILY HISTORY
45. Adopted Access to Health Records?

46. Mother's Ethnic Ancestry
German
47. Mother's Height (inches)
64
48. Mother's Weight
110
49. Mother's Eye Color
Brown
50. Mother's Hair Color
Brown
51. Mother's Complexion
Fair
52. Father's Ethnic Ancestry
Polish
53. Father's Height (inches)
68
54. Father's Weight (lbs)
170
55. Father's Eye Color
Brown
56. Father's Hair Color
Brown
57. Father's Complexion
Medium
58. Maternal Grandmother's Ethnic Ancestry
German
59. Maternal Grandmother's Height (inches)
64
60. Maternal Grandmother's Weight (lbs)

61. Maternal Grandmother's Eye Color
blue
62. Maternal Grandmother's Hair Color
brown
63. Maternal Grandmother's Complexion
fair
64. Maternal Grandfather's Ethnic Ancestry
German
65. Maternal Grandfather's Height (inches)
68
66. Maternal Grandfather's Weight (lbs)

67. Maternal Grandfather's Eye Color
brown
68. Maternal Grandfather's Hair Color
black
69. Maternal Grandfather's Complexion
fair
70. Paternal Grandmother's Ethnic Ancestry
Polish
71. Paternal Grandmother's Height (inches)
64
72. Paternal Grandmother's Weight (lbs)

73. Paternal Grandmother's Eye Color

74. Paternal Grandmother's Hair Color
brown
75. Paternal Grandmother's Complexion
fair
76. Paternal Grandfather's Ethnic Ancestry
Polish
77. Paternal Grandfather's Height (inches)
65
78. Paternal Grandfather's Weight (lbs)

79. Paternal Grandfather's Eye Color
blue
80. Paternal Grandfather's Hair Color
black
81. Paternal Grandfather's Complexion
fair
82. Number of siblings:
3
83. History of Fertility Problems?
No
84. Fertility Problem History Details


EDUCATION & CAREER
85. Level of Education Received
1 Year College/University
86. College / University GPA

87. College / University Major(s)

88. Name of College or Univeristy Attended

89. Additional Information
Now on break for summer, plan to resume in the fall.
90. SAT Score

91. Other Educational Information

92. Current Occupation
CNA
93. Career Goals
I plan to complete schooling for an RN degree and go into Traveling Nursing

HEALTH DETAILS
94. Toxic Chemical Exposure
No
95. Toxic Chemical Exposure Detail

96. Allergies?
No
97. Food Allergies

98. Drug Allergies

99. Plant Allergies

101. Hearing Impariment Detail

102. Do you have any Dietary Restrictions?
No
103. Dietary Restrictions Detail

104. Dietary Supplements?  Vitamins?
Yes
105. Dietary Supplement Detail
I take a daily Multivitamin
106. Exercise Regimen
Yes
107. Exercise Regimen Detail
25 minutes on a bike. Crunches and some machines and 2 miles on a treadmil. Usually every other day.
108. Have you had surgery?
No
109. Surgery History

110. Additional Hospitalization Details
None
111. STD History?
No
112. Non Specific Urethritis

113. Chlamydia?

114. Venereal Warts?

115. Herpes?

116. STD Treatment History

117. Any other STD History?

118. STD History Additional Details

119. Major Illnesses?
No
120. Major Illnesses Detail

121. Chronic Medical Conditions?
No
122. Overseas Military Service?
No
123. Drug Use
Protonix 40mg daily. Yazmin daily.
124. Alcohol Use?
Yes (how many drinks per week?): [3]
125. Alcohol / Drug Abuse?
No
126. Tobacco Use?
No
127. Tobacco Use Quit?

128. Tobacco Use Quantity:

129. Coffee Use?
No, I don't drink coffee.
130. Tested for HIV?
No
131. Willing to be tested for HIV?
Yes
132. Spouse / Partner willing to be tested for HIV?
Yes
133. Blood Transfusions?
No
134. Genetic Defects?
No
135. Genetic Condition / Birth Defect Detail

136. Birth Defects?

137. Jewish Ancestry?
No
138. Tested for Tay Sachs?

139. Black Ancestry?
No
140. Tested for Sickle Cell Anemia?

141. Mediterranean Ancestry?
No
142. Tested for Thalassemia?

143. At what age did you begin menstruating?
13
144. What was the date of your last period?
May 6
145. How often do you get your period (# of days)?
Every 28 days
146. How many days do you flow?
5
147. Have you ever been irregular?
(No)
148. Are your periods regular now?
Yes
149. Have you ever been pregnant before?
No
150. # of pregnancies

151. Dates of pregnancies

152. Dates of deliveries

153. # of children

154. Ages of children

155. # of children given up for adoption

156. # of abortions

157. Dates of abortions

158. # of miscarriages

159. Dates of miscarriages

160. Have you ever had any of the following reproductive problems?
None of the above
161. Have you ever been an egg donor before?
No
162. Were your previous donations known or anonymous?

163. Donation History Details

164. How many sexual partners have you had?
6
165. How many sexual partners have you have in the last year?
1
166. Have you had sex with anyone who has a history of illicit intravenous drug use?
No
167. If yes, when?

168. Have you had sex with anyone who has had multiple partners?
No
169. If yes, when?

170. Have you had sex with anyone who has a history of blood transfusions?
No
171. If yes, when?

172. Have you had sex with anyone who has the HIV virus?
No
173. If yes, when?

174. Have you had sex with anyone who is bisexual?
Yes
175. If yes, please explain:

176. What is your present form of birth control?
Pill
177. How careful have you been with birth control since you became sexually active/ Please explain fully.
Very careful I take my pill every morning
178. Have you ever gone for periods without using birth control while you were sexually active ? 
No
179. If yes, please explain fully.

180. Have you ever experienced any of the following traumas?

181. Please explain the circumstances of any sexual traumas that you checked.


DONOR PROFILE
182. Why do you want to be an egg donor?
Through experience I have seen the joy both types of donations have brought to families.
183. Do you practice safe sex?
Yes
184. Why do you think you would be a good egg donor? Why should a recipient couple choose you as their egg donor?
I am a very compassionate person and would like to give the gift to a couple that is challenged in that area. Plus the fact that I have a great genetic background with no significant illness or disease.
185. What do you feel you will gain personally from being an egg donor?
The satisfaction of having helped a couple.
186. How many times do you think you want to donate?
I would like to donate atleast once and see what the experience is like then go from there.
187. What do you want to say to the couple who will receive your eggs?
Thank you for choosing my eggs, I hope we can help eachother through this wonderful journey.
188. Please give a brief description of your personality and how you see yourself as a person. Please include any qualities you feel are unique and special to you.
I consider myself a normal person, I like to spend time with family. I am an easy going person, even tempered. I get along with just about everyone.
189. What are your interests and hobbies?
I grew up on a lake and Iove all activities having to do with water. I also enjoy arts and crafts.
190. Do you have musical skills?
No
191. If yes, what are they?

192. Do you have artistic talents?
No
193. If yes, what are they?

194. Do you have any pets?
Yes
195. If yes, what are they?
I have a cat named Chevy and a goldfish named Silverado.
196. What are your favorite types of food?
Pizza and Pasta
197. What other languages do you speak?
None
198. Do you have athletic abilities?
Yes
199. If yes, what are they?
I'm a strong runner and have good coordination having played soccer since I was 3. I also played track in high school and was involved in dance.
200. What are your future goals and aspirations?
I plan to finish my nursing degree and become a traveling nurse. 
201. What is your favorite type of music?
Country
202. Is there anything else you wish to add?

203. Please check any of the life stresses you have had within the last year:

204. If you have suffered any life stresses, how have you coped with them?

205. Have you ever been medicated for depression, anxiety, or any other mental illness?
No
206. If yes, please list name of medication and length of time used.

207. What does it mean to you to give up your eggs?
It means that I have the opportunity to help out a couple.
208. Who owns the eggs you are donating? Please explain your belief fully.
They belong to whomever I donate them to.
209. How does your wish to be an egg donor relate to who you are as a person?
I consdier myself a very compassionate person and this is just one was I can make a difference in someones life.
210. If a child/children are born from your eggs, what is your relationship to them?
This would be something that the couple and I would have to discuss and come to an understanding on.
211. Would you feel like a mother? Why or why not?
No I would not. A mother is someone who raises and loves their child.
212. How much would you think of the child/children in coming years?
It would all depend on if this is an open or closed donation. 
213. Would you want an anonymous or non-anonymous relationsip with the recipient couple?
I am open to either.
214. Would you want to meet the recipient couple? 
Yes
215. Why or why not?
If the couple is interested in meeting me I would be ok with that and if they arent I would also be ok with that.
216. Would you want an ongoing relationship with the couple and any children born of your eggs?
Yes
217. Why or why not?
Again I believe this is something to discuss with the couple and decide together.
218. If the recipient couple wanted an open and non-anonymous relationshipwith you, would you be willing?
Yes
219. If frozen embryos result from the procedure, who owns them?
The recipient couple.
220. Would you want contact with the children in the future?
No
221. Why or why not?
No I would not try to contact the child or children however if the couple decide to tell them about this procedure I would be willing to meet the child.
222. Would you be willing to meet the child/children in the future if they wanted to know about their genetic roots?
Yes
223. Do you have any concerns about being an egg donor?
No
224. If yes, what are they?
I have no concerns
225. How would you feel if you were not chosen by a couple to be their egg donor?
I would feel that I did not have what they were looking for but anoter couple may.
226. Please check any of the following you think you would have difficulty with.
None of the above
227. Please explain your concerns about the above areas you checked.
I have no concerns at this time.
228. What would you feel is a successful experience of donation? An unsuccessful one?
A successful experience would be a pregnancy, and an unsuccessful one would be if my eggs did not take.
229. Would you want to know if there is a pregnancy?
Yes
230. Why or why not?
I would just like to know if the procedure worked.
231. Would you want to know if there was a miscarriage?
Yes
232. Why or why not?
Maybe the couple would want to try again.
233. Would you want to know when the baby is born?
Yes
234. Why or why not?
I would like to feel the joy the couple will experience and just to know that every went ok.
235. How would you feel if the recipient couple chose to keep the above information private and not disclose any of the results?
I would be ok with it. I think it is something that we will have to talk about together and decide together.
236. If you are involved in a non-anonymous donation, what would you do if you saw the recipient couple with the child/children?
I would greet the couple and ask how they are doing and let them take it from there, I would not want to overstep any boundaries.
237. Would you feel the birth of a baby is the only successful donation?
Yes
238. Why or why not?
Being new to this experience I understand that a birth is the ultimate outcome, but during the process my position may change.
239. Describe your general religious and/or spiritual views.
I believe that there is a higher power.
240. Do these views support or conflict with your decision to become an egg donor? Please explain your answer.
No they do not.
241. Is it important to you to have a recipient couple with similiar religious and/or spiritual beliefs?
No
242. Why or why not?
Because it is their child to raise.
243. Who have you told about your plans or desire to become an egg donor?
My mother
244. What do they think about your plans?
She thinks it is a wonderful decision.
245. Will you tell your parents?
Yes
246. Why or why not?
If I am accepted I believe it is something I would talk to my parents about.
247. Please explain their attitudes fully.
Supportive.
248. How would you feel about seeing the child/children?
Again, I believe this is something to discuss with the recipient couple.
249. Who will be your support system when you go through the procedure?
My mother
250. Please explain the kind of support they will offer.
She will be there if I need to talk about how I am feeling.
251. Please describe your childhood relationship with your mother, father, and siblings. Include a description of parental personalities and any specific problems you experienced.
I have always been close to both parents, more so with my father. My parents divorced while I was young and I lived with my dad since my junior year in high school. I have a great relationship with my brothers. I am  triplet so we have always been close growing up.
252. Please explain any other concerns or questions you might have.
At this time I dont have any.
253. If you are married or in a serious relationship, is your spouse or significant other supportive of your decision?
Yes

DETAILED FAMILY MEDICAL HISTORY
254. Heart disease (from birth)
No One
255. Heart disease defect (other)
No One
256. Heart Attack
No One
257. High blood pressure
No One
258. Anemia
No One
259. Sickle-cell anemia
No One
260. Hemophilia or other bleeding problems
No One
261. Leukemia
No One
262. Immune Deficiency 
No One
263. Other blood disorders
No One
264. Hay Fever
No One
265. Asthma
No One
266. Hardening of the arteries
No One
267. Tuberculosis
No One
268. Lung Cancer
No One
269. Pneumonia
No One
270. Other lung disease
No One
271. Acne 
No One
272. Eczema
No One
273. Skin Cancer
No One
274. Pigmentation disorders
No One
275. Melanoma
No One
276. Emphysema
No One
277. Kidney disease
No One
278. Bladder cancer
No One
279. Other urinary disorders
No One
280. Ulcers
Others
281. Gall stones
No One
282. Hepatitis A (infectious)
No One
283. Hepatitis B (serum)
No One
284. Other liver disease
No One
285. Colon Cancer
Others
286. Other skin disorders
No One
287. Crohn's disease
No One
288. Intestinal cancer
No One
289. Undescended testicle
No One
290. Hypospadias
No One
291. Prostate cancer
No One
292. Uterine fibroids
No One
293. Ovarian cysts
No One
294. Cervical cancer
No One
295. Uterine cancer
No One
296. Ulcerative Colitis
No One
297. Hypoglycemia
No One
298. Thyroid cancer
No One
299. Thyroid disease
No One
300. Goiter
No One
301. Adrenal dysfunction
No One
302. Other endocrine disorder
No One
303. Migraines
Mother
304. Mental retardation
No One
305. Senility before age 50
No One
306. Diabetes mellitus
No One
307. Multiple sclerosis
No One
308. Cerebral palsy
No One
309. Epilepsy or seizures
No One
310. Water on the brain
No One
311. Spinal cord disorders
No One
312. Huntington's disease
No One
313. Other neurological disorders
No One
314. Schizophrenia
No One
315. Manic depression
No One
316. Alzheimer's disease
No One
317. Mental disorders requiring hospitalization
No One
318. Nervous breakdown
No One
319. Suicide attempt
No One
320. Use of psychiatric medications
No One
321. Anxiety/panic attacks
No One
322. Phobia(s)
No One
323. Eating disorders
No One
324. Psychotherapy/counseling
No One
325. Alcoholism
No One
326. Severe depression with inability to function
No One
327. Other mental disorders
No One
328. Muscular dystrophy
No One
329. Lupus
No One
330. Deformity of spine
No One
331. Osteoporosis
No One
332. Dwarfism
No One
333. Arthritis
No One
334. Gout
No One
335. Other muscle/bone disorders
No One
336. Drug abuse/addiction
No One
337. Significant hearing loss
No One
338. Deformity of the ears
No One
339. Cataracts before 50
No One
340. Blindness
No One
341. Glaucoma
No One
342. Color blindness
No One
343. Deviated septum
No One
344. Other sensory disorders
No One
345. Breast cancer
No One
346. Any cancer(s) not listed
No One
347. Deafness before 60
No One
348. Please list your mother's age, health problems, age at diagnosis of health problems, and whether she is living or deceased. If deceased, give the age at death.
54, None, living.
349. Please list your father's age, health problems, age at diagnosis of health problems, and whether he is living or deceased. If deceased, give the age at death.
57, none, living.
350. Please list your sister(s)' age, health problems, age at diagnosis of health problems, and whether they are living or deceased. If deceased, give the age at death.
N/A
351. Please list your brother(s)' age, health problems, age at diagnosis of health problems, and whether they are living or deceased. If deceased, give the age at death.
22, none, living.22, none, living.
352. Please list your mother's mother's age, health problems, age at diagnosis of health problems, and whether she is living or deceased. If deceased, give the age at death.
86, none, living.
353. Please list your mother's father's age, health problems, age at diagnosis of health problems, and whether he is living or deceased. If deceased, give the age at death.
92, none, living.
354. Please list your mother's sister(s)' age, health problems, age at diagnosis of health problems, and whether they are living or deceased. If deceased, give the age at death.
N/A
355. Please list your mother's brother(s)' age, health problems, age at diagnosis of health problems, and whether they are living or deceased. If deceased, give the age at death.
64, None, living.62, colon cancer diagnosed at age 31 no recurrence only required surgical intervention, living.57, none, living.
356. Please list your father's father's age, health problems, age at diagnosis of health problems, and whether he is living or deceased. If deceased, give the age at death.
89, none, deceased at age 89.
357. Please list your father's mother's age, health problems, age at diagnosis of health problems, and whether she is living or deceased. If deceased, give the age at death.
88, none, living.
358. Please list your father's sister(s)' age, health problems, age at diagnosis of health problems, and whether they are living or deceased. If deceased, give the age at death.
59, none, living.

LAWSUIT / CRIMINAL HISTORY
359. Please list your father's brother(s)' age, health problems, age at diagnosis of health problems, and whether they are living or deceased. If deceased, give the age at death.
N/A
360. Please list any other relevant information about health problems your family members had.
None
361. Have you ever been involved in a lawsuit?
No
362. If yes, please describe fully, including the dates, the reason, and the outcome.
N/A
363. Have you or anyone in your family ever been arrested?
No
364. If yes, who?
N/A
365. Please describe fully, including dates and reasons.
N/A
366. Has anyone in your family, including yourself, ever been convicted of a criminal offence?
No
367. If yes, who?
N/A
368. Please explain fully.
N/A


